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ABSTRACT
Purpose The retina provides biomarkers of neuronal and 
vascular health that offer promising insights into cognitive 
ageing, mild cognitive impairment and dementia. This 
article described the rationale and methodology of eye and 
vision assessments with the aim of supporting the study of 
dementia in the UK Biobank Repeat Imaging study.
Participants UK Biobank is a large- scale, multicentre, 
prospective cohort containing in- depth genetic, lifestyle, 
environmental and health information from half a million 
participants aged 40–69 enrolled in 2006–2010 across 
the UK. A subset (up to 60 000 participants) of the cohort 
will be invited to the UK Biobank Repeat Imaging Study 
to collect repeated brain, cardiac and abdominal MRI 
scans, whole- body dual- energy X- ray absorptiometry, 
carotid ultrasound, as well as retinal optical coherence 
tomography (OCT) and colour fundus photographs.
Findings to date UK Biobank has helped make significant 
advances in understanding risk factors for many common 
diseases, including for dementia and cognitive decline. 
Ophthalmic genetic and epidemiology studies have also 
benefited from the unparalleled combination of very 
large numbers of participants, deep phenotyping and 
longitudinal follow- up of the cohort, with comprehensive 
health data linkage to disease outcomes. In addition, we 
have used UK Biobank data to describe the relationship 
between retinal structures, cognitive function and brain 
MRI- derived phenotypes.
Future plans The collection of eye- related data (eg, 
OCT), as part of the UK Biobank Repeat Imaging study, 
will take place in 2022–2028. The depth and breadth 
and longitudinal nature of this dataset, coupled with its 
open- access policy, will create a major new resource for 
dementia diagnostic discovery and to better understand 
its association with comorbid diseases. In addition, the 
broad and diverse data available in this study will support 
research into ophthalmic diseases and various other health 
outcomes beyond dementia.

INTRODUCTION
Dementia refers to a heterogeneous group 
of neurodegenerative disorders affecting 
46.8 million people globally.1–3 Alzheimer’s 
disease (AD) is the most common, affecting 
60%–80% of people with dementia.4 5 Usually, 

a long prodromal period of up to 20 years of 
progressive cerebral atrophy is detectable on 
MRI scans and using body fluid biomarkers for 
neurodegeneration before AD is diagnosed.2 
These observations lead to a biological, rather 
than a clinical definition of AD.6 To date, the 
majority of candidate drugs for slowing cogni-
tive decline in AD or other dementias have 
failed in clinical trials,7 probably because they 
are used too late in the natural history when 
irreversible, advanced degeneration has 
already set in.8 9 Global roll- out of screening 
and disease progression monitoring strategies 
for AD based on MRI scans is precluded by 
their high cost and frequently limited avail-
ability. Body fluid biomarkers might provide 
ways of stratifying or diagnosing dementias 
but will remain complimentary to structural 
imaging biomarkers because of their lack 
of diagnostic specificity and are not recom-
mended as a screening test.10

The eye provides insights into the risk or 
presence of some major systemic diseases, 

STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY
 ⇒ World’s largest prospective, longitudinal multimod-
al imaging cohort with unprecedented power for 
analysis of determinants of a wide range of health 
outcomes.

 ⇒ Exceptional added value from the size, depth and 
quality of the cross- sectional and longitudinal 
MRI data on the eye, brain, body and imaging of 
heart, carotids, together with linkage to electronic 
health records, through which overt dementia and 
Alzheimer’s disease can be identified.

 ⇒ Optimal timing to study cognitive impairment (age 
distribution: ~80% ≥60 years and ~65% ≥65 years).

 ⇒ Consistency of measurements between imaging 
devices over time, particularly with use of different 
optical coherence tomography devices.

 ⇒ Healthier participants compared with the general 
population.
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including hypertension and diabetes, as well as changes 
associated with cognitive ageing and neurodegenera-
tion.11–13 As an alternative to MRI or plasma biomarkers, 
optical coherence tomography (OCT) offers a rapid, 
low- cost and non- invasive method for obtaining high- 
resolution (3–5 µm) images of the retina at the back of the 
eye—the only part of the central nervous system (CNS) 
that can be visualised directly. The laminated structure of 
the retina enables the direct monitoring of neurodegen-
eration at a near cellular level in vivo at a resolution that 
is more detailed than for any other non- invasive, in vivo 
imaging modalities. There is strong evidence that quanti-
tative OCT measurements are associated with concurrent 
cognitive impairment and future cognitive decline and 
dementia.14 15 In addition, OCT methods may directly 
monitor related vascular pathology: amyloid microangi-
opathy affects retinal and choroidal vasculature, as well 
as that in the cerebrum with AD.16 Thus, retinal OCT 
scans offer the means to identify individuals at high risk 
of developing AD, providing them with opportunities 
to change their lifestyles or enter drug trials to delay or 
avert the onset of dementia. OCT scans are also a sensi-
tive way to monitor patients for neurotoxic side effects 
of novel drug treatments. The ability to directly measure 
specific neuronal layers and microvascular characteristics 
in detail may provide a surrogate outcome marker for the 
CNS more generally and potentially enhance the power 
to detect disease much earlier than methods based on 
clinical history and genetic factors.

Several genetic (eg, APOE), comorbid (eg, diabetes, 
hypertension, depression, obesity) and lifestyle factors 
(eg, low educational attainment and smoking) have 
been associated with increased AD risk.17–19 However, 
observational epidemiological studies cannot distinguish 
cause from effect and are vulnerable to bias from reverse 
causation and confounders. The analyses by Norton et 
al and Larsson et al illustrate how different disease risk 
factors can coexist and are often correlated, but they do 
not independently increase the risk of AD.19 20 It also high-
lights the importance of identifying causal risk factors for 
dementia in designing upstream public health policies 
and social policies to reduce disease risk, clinical trials 
for new AD drugs and basic science research to under-
stand the underlying mechanisms of dementia develop-
ment. The large size of the cohort and the associated 
healthcare, imaging and genetic data make UK Biobank 
uniquely valuable for disambiguation of associations from 
causal comorbidities both for patient stratification and 
for elucidation of underlying mechanisms.

The research gaps, as mentioned earlier, motivated us 
to develop a major new resource for dementia diagnostic 
discovery and to better understand the association with 
comorbid diseases by adding rapid, low- cost OCT to the 
anticipated UK Biobank Repeat Imaging study, alongside 
ancillary testing of autorefraction/keratometry and frag-
mented letter test.21 The objectives of this article are to 
describe (1) the process of test selection; (2) the meth-
odology for eye and vision measures in the UK Biobank 

Repeat Imaging study and (3) the baseline characteristics 
of the study population in this study.

COHORT DESCRIPTION
UK Biobank
UK Biobank is a large- scale biomedical database and 
research resource containing in- depth genetic and health 
information from over 500 000 participants aged 40–69 
enrolled across the UK between 2006 and 2010. Detailed 
study protocols are available on the UK Biobank website 
(https://www.ukbiobank.ac.uk/). It has become the pre- 
eminent biomedical research platform for studying the 
aetiology of common diseases of later life. During the 
baseline assessment, extensive sociodemographic, lifestyle 
and health- related information was collected through 
a touch screen questionnaire and oral interview, and a 
wide range of physical measurements was performed.22 23 
Participants also provided biological samples for geno-
typing, haematological, biochemistry, metabolomics and 
proteomics assays for the full cohort.24

UK Biobank is compliant with the previous Data Protec-
tion Act and the more recent General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR) implemented in 2018. For the 
GDPR, participants were contacted by email or post to 
explain how UK Biobank meets the requirements of the 
new regulations (https://www.ukbiobank.ac.uk/gdpr/).

At the baseline visit, ophthalmic assessments were 
performed on a subset of participants between 2009 and 
2010 at 6 of 22 UK Biobank assessment centres, including 
visual acuity, autorefraction, keratometry, intraocular 
pressure, corneal biomechanics and retinal imaging 
comprising disc/macular digital colour photographs and 
a three- dimensional (3D) macular OCT. Over 110 000 
participants have completed the visual acuity, refractive 
error and intraocular pressure measurements; and ~67 
000 participants underwent retinal imaging. Detailed 
information on the baseline eye and vision measures has 
been published elsewhere.22

The repeat imaging substudy
In 2014, UK Biobank launched the world’s largest multi-
modal imaging study, intending to include baseline MRI of 
the brain, heart and abdomen, whole- body (dual- energy 
X- ray absorptiometry (DEXA) and carotid Doppler ultra-
sound on up to 100 000 participants. Detailed methods of 
the UK Biobank imaging enhancement were published 
elsewhere.25 Although imaging 100 000 participants is a 
unique and powerful enhancement to the UKB resource, 
many valuable insights could only be gained from 
observing the change in imaging phenotypes over time. 
Recognising the importance of serial measurements, up 
to 60 000 of those in the imaging enhancement study 
will be invited to undergo repeat multimodal imaging 
between 2022 and 2028. As part of the repeat imaging 
study, data collection of the eye measures (eg, OCT) is 
anticipated to take place from 2022 to 2028. The specific 
study design is as follows:
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 ► All UK Biobank participants who have previously 
attended a baseline brain and body imaging visit will 
be invited to attend a repeat imaging visit (the invi-
tation will specify the same imaging centre as their 
baseline imaging visit to minimise measurement error 
caused by differences between scanners at different 
centres).

 ► Appointment slots are planned in groups of 3 to mini-
mise equipment downtime and to maximise partici-
pant throughput and data quality.

 ► On arrival, those who accept will be asked to consent 
to the study, and each participant will then undergo a 
pre- screening safety assessment.

 ► The three participants would then progress to the 
imaging modalities as follows:
 – Participant #1≥brain MRI.
 – Participant #2≥abdomen and heart MRI.
 – Participant #3≥DEXA, ultrasound and OCT.

 ► Each imaging modality ‘group’ takes approximately 
40 min, after which the participants will move to the 
next modality, then switch again after 40 min so that 
each member of the group of three has visited all 
three imaging measurement stations over a 2- hour 
period.

 ► The participants then all progress to the non- imaging 
parts of the visit where they will complete question-
naires, have physical measures and give biological 
samples, which mirrors much of the initial (2006–
2010) baseline visit.

 ► As one group of three participants exits the imaging 
part of the visit, the next group of three are ready to 
enter, thus ensuring that the imaging part of the visit 
is fully used.

 ► This process will repeat for five groups of 3 people (15 
total) on 7 days per week at each of UK Biobank’s 4 
dedicated imaging centres.

Study location
This multisite study will be run from four dedicated UK 
Biobank Imaging Centres across the UK (Newcastle upon 
Tyne, Stockport, Reading and Bristol). These four centres 
help ensure most participants are within a reasonable 
distance to attend a scanning visit. As far as is reason-
ably practical, maintaining the same instruments and 
software/firmware across the sites and all phases of the 
UK Biobank project will ensure consistency and compa-
rability of results from the start of the baseline imaging 
project to the end of the repeat imaging programme. UK 
Biobank built the following strategies to reduce variability 
across the different sites:

 ► The sites are each populated with the same equipment 
(same manufacturer, same model, same software/
firmware, etc) configured with the same protocols 
and the same settings.

 ► MR scanner settings/performance across all four sites 
is monitored by UK Biobank’s full- time in- house MR 
physicist with continuous quality assurance processes 
to identify and resolve quality issues that may arise.

 ► All staff are trained to standard operating procedures, 
and (in the case of the imaging element) compli-
ance/consistency is overseen by an in- house senior 
radiographer and an in- house MR physicist. The non- 
imaging aspects are overseen by UK Biobank’s dedi-
cated ‘Training and Monitoring’ team.

 ► Systems are already in place to ensure appropriate 
levels of training for all operational staff, monitored 
via Clinic Training Assessments/Training Matrices. 
These will be extended to cover the OCT measures: 
appropriate training will be provided, training assess-
ments/matrices extended to cover these measures, 
and performance monitored.

 ► Imaging data are routinely made available to members 
of the project’s expert working group, which is made 
up of experts in each of the imaging modalities; this 
group monitors the project progress, periodically 
provides training interventions and critically, peri-
odically/routinely provides an independent view of 
performance and data output. A similar approach 
will be taken regarding the OCT measures with data 
made available to the Eye Consortium members listed 
in this application for quality control purposes.

Recruitment
The UK Biobank cohort includes a committed and 
engaged group of participants who are regularly invited 
for follow- up activities: the typical response rate to 
online surveys is >50%, and there have been very few 
withdrawals from the study since recruitment (<0.2%). 
Regular communications with the cohort (via newslet-
ters, participant meetings, study update meetings and 
the participant section of the UK Biobank website: 
www.ukbiobank.ac.uk/explore-your-participation) 
help to maintain enthusiasm for and engagement with 
the study. Direct telephone communication with indi-
vidual participants regarding new substudies or general 
participation questions via a dedicated ‘Participant 
Contact Centre’ provides personalised information and 
reassurance.

This study will use the same invitation protocol as the 
UK Biobank imaging enhancement study (2014–2023).25 
The planned protocol for this repeat imaging study 
involves:

 ► Email/postal explanation of the study and invitation 
to book an appointment.

 ► A telephone call to book an appointment and perform 
safety prescreening via participant resource centre.

 ► Assessment at the nearest of four imaging centres 
across the UK (Stockport, Newcastle, Reading and 
Bristol) to minimise travel time and maximise partici-
pant attendance.

At the start of the pandemic (lockdown in the UK in 
March 2020), 50 000 of the target 100 000 participants 
had been imaged. Participant questionnaires on comple-
tion of baseline imaging visit indicate >90% would be 
happy to undertake a repeat imaging visit. Pilot studies 
involving a few thousand participants have demonstrated 
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~60% acceptance rates, providing confidence that ~60 
000 could be recruited for this repeat imaging study.

Examination procedures
The whole- body imaging modalities have been extensively 
detailed elsewhere25; this article only describes the scope 
of eye and vision measurements in the Repeat Imaging 
study. The Topcon Triton OCT platform is being used to 
obtain OCT images in this study. The Triton platform uses 
ultra- highspeed swept- source (SS) OCT technology with 
a central wavelength of 1050 µm that penetrates deeper 
than the retina, allowing visualisation of the choroid and 
the vasculature therein.26 The platform also takes colour 
retinal fundus photographs immediately after the OCT 
scans, allowing measurement of the optic disc and retinal 
vessel metrics (including retinal vessel calibre and tortu-
osity). The Topcon Triton supports wide- angle 12 mm×9 
mm scans that include the optic disc and macula in a 
single scan.

Widefield SS- OCT enables quantitative measurements 
of several candidate biomarkers, including but not 
limited to total macular retinal thickness, macular inner 
retinal sublayer thicknesses, peripapillary retinal nerve 
fibre layer thickness, choroidal vascularity index, retinal 
arteriolar and retinal venular calibres, retinal vascular 
fractal dimension, retinal vascular tortuosity. Details of 
the candidate biomarkers are summarised in table 1.

OCT image processing
Total retinal thickness and segmented values for retinal 
sublayer thicknesses for macula and optic nerve scans 
are generated by the current generation OCT devices, 
using US Food & Drug Administration (FDA) approved 
algorithms, during the examination. In contrast to 
the processing of baseline UK Biobank macular OCT 
scans,27 they do not generally require the development 
of new processing pipelines (apart from measures of the 
choroidal vascular layer, which are now possible thanks 
to greater depth of imaging than was previously possible 
with older OCT technology). Fundamental to both the 
challenge and the opportunity that would be provided 
by UK Biobank OCT imaging is that modern retinal 
imaging software can measure changes that would be 
imperceptible to, or missed by, a human grader. In opera-
tions featuring large- scale data collection, a small propor-
tion of the imaging is likely to be insufficient quality for 
automated analysis. Problems may also arise with image 
acquisition, for instance, due to some study participants 
presenting with ocular pathology. Thus, the first step in an 
analysis pipeline is to assess the image quality and discard 
images that cannot be adequately measured. Subsequent 
analysis of vasculometrics from retinal photographs 
would include automated vessel segmentation, followed 
by classification of arterioles and venules (see comments 
on QUARTZ and VAMPIRE vasculometry systems in the 
next 2 paragraphs). For OCT, algorithms delineate the 
borders of the internal limiting membrane (ILM) and 
the RNFL to give the measurement of RNFL thickness, a 

biomarker of axonal loss affecting retinal ganglion cells 
and the optic nerves. The thickness of the RNFL is evalu-
ated using the standard TSNIT (temporal, superior, nasal, 
inferior, temporal) mapping that subdivides the measure-
ments and colour codes statistical significance compared 
with a database of normal healthy values. Further delin-
eation of boundaries enables quantitative mapping of the 
ganglion cell layer and inner plexiform layer thicknesses, 
a marker of neuronal somatic loss.13 28

Although the processing of quantitative retinal vascu-
lometric data is not routinely used in clinical settings, 
we have developed and validated a fully automated 
AI- enabled retinal image analysis system (QUARTZ) for 
extracting vessel maps and quantifying retinal vasculom-
etry (including vessel size and tortuosity), which we will 
use to create the image processing pipeline. The system 
overcomes many of the difficulties of earlier vasculometry 
approaches, particularly by being fully automated.29 30 

Table 1 Description of the candidate biomarkers

Biomarkers View Description

Total macular 
retinal thickness

Cross- section Distance between the 
inner boundary of ILM 
to the lower boundary to 
RPE

Macular inner 
retinal sublayer 
thicknesses

RNFL thickness Cross- section Distance between ILM 
to the outer boundary of 
RNFL

GC- IPL thickness Cross- section Distance between the 
inner boundary of GCL to 
the outer boundary of IPL

GCC thickness Cross- section GC- IPL+RNFL

Peripapillary RNFL 
thickness

Cross- section Distance between ILM 
to the outer boundary of 
RNFL

Choroidal 
vascularity index

Cross- section/
en face

Ratio of vascular luminal 
area to the total choroidal 
area

Retinal arteriolar 
calibres

En face Evaluates generalised 
arteriolar narrowing

Retinal venular 
calibres

En face Evaluates generalised 
arteriolar narrowing

Retinal vascular 
fractal dimension

En face Measure the vascular 
pattern complexity

Retinal vascular 
tortuosity

En face Characterised by an 
abnormal curvature of 
the vessels, evincing a 
non- smooth appearance, 
presenting turns and 
twists throughout their 
course.

GCC, ganglion cell complex; GCIPL, ganglion cell- inner 
plexiform layer; GCL, ganglion cell layer; ILM, inner limiting 
membrane; IPL, inner plexiform layer; m, macular; RNFL, retinal 
nerve fibre layer; RPE, retinal pigment epithelium.
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QUARTZ has been demonstrated to be highly robust, 
capable of processing large datasets with automated 
image quality assessments, resulting in accurate, reliable 
and high levels of vessel segmentation. To date, QUARTZ 
has measured approximately 4 million vessel segments 
from over 190 000 images from 95 000 participants of two 
very large population- based cohorts (UK Biobank and 
EPIC- Norfolk). This system has been developed specifi-
cally for use on TOPCON macular centred images.

In brief, the QUARTZ system distinguishes between 
right and left eyes, venules and arterioles (with 87% 
accuracy using AI- enabled deep learning), identifies 
vessel segments and centreline coordinates and outputs 
measures of vessel width and tortuosity (based on the 
mean change in chord length between successive divi-
sions of the vessel).31 32 The system obtains 10–20 thou-
sands of measurements of width and tortuosity from the 
whole retinal image (dependent on image quality), not 
just selected vessels lying within concentric areas centred 
on the disc. Measures are summarised using mean width 
and tortuosity, weighted by segment length, for arteri-
oles and venules separately for each image. QUARTZ 
measures in UK Biobank have previously shown that 
venular width and tortuosity are associated with markers 
of adiposity33 and that both arteriolar and venular width 
and arteriolar tortuosity show strong inverse associations 
with blood pressure (systolic and diastolic) and arterial 
stiffness index.34 More importantly, prognostic models 
using QUARTZ vasculometry measures perform very well 
at predicting circulatory mortality and at least as well as 
established risk scores in the prediction of stroke and 
myocardial infarction, remarkably without the need for 
either a blood test or blood pressure measurement.35 
Given the identification of vessel maps, these could be 
inputted into other systems (ie, the Vascular Assessment 
and Measurement Platform for Images of the REtina, 
VAMPIRE system) with additional vasculometry summa-
ries, such as fractal analyses to quantify the complexity 
of the arteriolar and venular components of the retinal 
vascular network. Marrying the automated functionality 
of QUARTZ with VAMPIRE will afford a more in- depth 
characterisation of the vessel complex on an unprece-
dented scale.

The VAMPIRE system is an international collaborative 
project designed to quantify retinal vascular morphom-
etry with large collections of fundus photographs. The 
system provides automatic detection of retinal landmarks 
and quantifies some key parameters used frequently in 
investigative studies—vessel width, vessel branching coef-
ficients, tortuosity and fractal analyses. Detailed defini-
tions have been reported elsewhere.36 37 In general, it 
computes 149 measurements per image, including basic 
statistics. Thirty- nine are width related: central retinal 
arteriolar equivalent, central retinal venular equivalent, 
retinal arteriovenous ratio, basic statistics (mean, median, 
SD, maximum, minimum), width gradients along vessels, 
average ratio length diameter at branching points, by 
arteries and veins; 104 are tortuosity measurements, 

computed by different algorithms and with the statis-
tics listed above; 6 are fractal dimension coefficients. 
All measures are calculated by vessel type (arteriole or 
venule) and region (zone, whole image, quadrants). 
VAMPIRE is a validated software application and has been 
extensively used in several international studies.36 38 39

Patient and public involvement
UK Biobank maintains a website to keep participants and 
researchers up to date on the study (http://www.ukbio-
bank.ac.uk/news/). Eye and vision- related publications 
resulting from UK Biobank are maintained at (https://
www.ukbiobankeyeconsortium.org.uk/publications). UK 
Biobank also holds regular events to inform the partici-
pants about the imaging study and the latest research. In 
addition, UK Biobank has a Twitter feed (@uk_biobank). 
The study was set up by the Medical Research Council, 
Department of Health and Wellcome Trust with input 
from major patient representative organisations. An 
annual scientific meeting is recorded and available to the 
public as a webcast.

Statistical analysis plan
Baseline ocular characteristics will be summarised as 
mean (SD) for continuous variables and number (%) for 
categorical variables.

Primary aims would be to examine:
1. Cross- sectional associations between retinal biomark-

ers, measures of cognitive performance and brain- 
volume from MRI imaging.

2. The comparative performance of retinal biomarkers 
for risk stratification, to identify those with cognitive 
impairment.

3. The comparative performance of retinal biomarkers 
to detect those with longitudinal decline in cognitive 
performance.

Previous work within UK Biobank examining RNFL 
measures in relation to mild cognitive impairment 
showed that those in the lowest quintile of RNFL thick-
ness were 11% (95% CI 2% to 21%) more likely to fail 
on at least one of four cognitive tests.40 This shows that 
RNFL measures have the potential to identify those at 
higher risk of cognitive impairment. After vigorous image 
quality control, the proposed imaging of a further 60 000 
participants will provide 45 000–55 000 participants with 
good- quality retinal images for quantification of indi-
vidual components of the RNFL and potential to extract 
detailed retinal vasculometric measures. This large 
sample size, will have 99% power (alpha=0.001) to detect 
at least 0.03 SD change in the cognitive score41 or brain 
measures42 (based on F- tests of linear regression coeffi-
cients from cross- sectional analyses) per 1 SD increase 
in any retinal biomarker (RNFL or retinal vasculometric 
measure). Cross- sectional analyses using multiple linear 
regression will quantify the dose–response relationship 
between cognitive score with considerable power to eval-
uate in the region of 30 candidate predictors (retinal 
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biomarkers, age, sex, geographical location, height, 
refraction, intraocular pressure, smoking status, socio-
economic positions and established cardiovascular risk 
markers).43 This will allow the independent contribution 

of retinal biomarkers as a predictor of cognitive perfor-
mance to be realised with considerable precision,44 across 
a spectrum of cognitive scores.43

Given that UK Biobank has longitudinal data on 
cognitive change (with repeated measures available 
from online questionnaires and performed in- person at 
the imaging assessments), the study would be uniquely 
placed to assess the determinants of cognitive decline in 
middle- later life. For prospective evaluation the rates of 
dementia would also be pivotal in relation to prior cogni-
tive performance. In UK Biobank, the annual incidence 
of dementia among those aged ≥60 years old is approxi-
mately 2.5 per 1000 person years.45 Therefore, within 2 
years of retinal image capture there would be approxi-
mately 250 cases of dementia per 45 000–55 000 partic-
ipants. The longitudinal nature of the data will allow 
models to be developed for incident cognitive outcomes/
neurodegenerative events using multivariable Cox 
proportional hazards models with relevant eye measures 
(ie, OCT, retinal vasculometry derived measures) as 
continuous predictors both with and without inclusion 
of other parameters, including age at cognitive decline/
neurodegenerative onset, sex, ethnicity (although the 
cohort is largely of white European ancestry), smoking 
status (current, former and never), alcohol consumption, 
body mass index, blood pressure, blood biochemistry 
measures, social deprivation (by postal code), physical 
activity/sedentary behaviour and relevant family history 
where available.

Existing data
Once recruitment was fully under way, additional 
measures were incorporated into the baseline assessment, 
including hearing and arterial stiffness tests, a cardiore-
spiratory fitness test and various eye and vision measures, 
including visual acuity on a computerised system 
designed to observe logarithm of the minimum angle of 
resolution principles, and following the British Standard 
(BS- 1968),46 autorefraction and keratometry, intraocular 
pressure and corneal biomechanics, and retinal imaging 
comprising disc/macular digital colour photographs and 
a 3D macular OCT.22 After the baseline visit, subsets of 
participants have supported additional data collection 
through various enhancements to the study. These have 
included: a complete repeat of the baseline assessment, 
collection of physical activity data over 7 days by wearing 
accelerometers, and regular online questionnaires 
covering various topics such as diet, cognitive function, 
occupational history, mental well- being, gastrointestinal 
health and pain. All participants provided consent for 
their health to be followed- up through linkage to health- 
related records, which currently includes death, cancer 
and hospital inpatient records for the entire cohort. 
Although UK Biobank is not representative of the entire 
UK population, the large sample size and variation across 
all levels of measures nonetheless enable a valid assessment 
of many exposure–outcome relationships to be made. All 
publications using UK Biobank data are available on the 

Table 2 Demographics, cognitive scores, APOE genotype, 
self- reported comorbidities, medication use and availability 
of eye imaging factors for UK Biobank participants attending 
the baseline imaging assessment to date (N=48 998)

Characteristics n (%) or mean (SD)

Age (years) 55.2 (7.6)

Sex

  Female 25 290 (52%)

  Male 23 708 (48%)

Cognitive scores at baseline assessment

  Numeric memory: maximum digits 
remembered correctly (n=4911)

6.97 (1.25)

  Fluid intelligence score (n=16 427) 6.68 (2.04)

  Prospective memory test (n=16 544) 1.10 (0.36)

  Snap game: mean time to correctly 
identify matches (ms) (n=48 858)

539.2 (101.3)

  Pairs matching: number of incorrect 
matches in round (n=24 988)

0.66 (1.24)

APOE genotype

  ε3ε3 28 297 (59%)

  ε3ε4 11 063 (23%)

  ε2ε3 5892 (12%)

  ε2ε4 1128 (2%)

  ε4ε4 1065 (2%)

  ε2ε2 277 (1%)

Comorbidities

  Hypertension 13 666 (28%)

  Diabetes 2008 (4%)

  Ischaemic heart disease 2649 (5%)

  Stroke 719 (1%)

  Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 1016 (2%)

  Asthma 6689 (14%)

  Obesity (BMI>30 kg/m2) 8918 (18%)

  Parkinson’s disease 136 (<1%)

  Alzheimer’s disease 34 (<1%)

  Multiple sclerosis 202 (<1%)

Medication use

  Anti- hypertensive 9769 (20%)

  Statin 8750 (18%)

  Eye imaging available 13 732 (28%)

Mean (SD) is presented for continuous variables and count (%) 
for categorical variables. All variables are presented for the 
full sample except for APOE genotype (1276 missing) and for 
cognitive scores (numbers of participants for each test at any 
phase of UK Biobank examinations are presented in the table).
APOE, apolipoprotein E; BMI, body mass index.
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website (https://www.ukbiobank.ac. uk/enable-your-re-
search/publications). Eye and vision- related publications 
resulting from UK Biobank is maintained at (https://
www.ukbiobankeyeconsortium.org. uk/publications).

In brief, based on data from UK Biobank participants 
attending the baseline imaging assessment to date (N=48 
998), the mean (SD) age was 55.2 (7.6) years; 52% (N=25 
290) of them were female. A subset of 13 732 (28%) partici-
pants had undergone retinal imaging. As there is a policy for 
the UK Biobank Repeat Imaging Study to oversample partic-
ipants with baseline retinal imaging, the estimated numbers 
of participants with overlapping retinal imaging and whole- 
body imaging data in the repeat imaging visit will be more 
than 16 800. Detailed cognitive scores, APOE genotypes, 
self- reported comorbidities and medication use are provided 
in table 2. In addition to imaging, UK Biobank has imple-
mented a wide range of cognitive function tests since base-
line that are relevant to assessing various aspects of cognitive 
decline and dementia and will be conducted at the repeat 
imaging and proposed OCT visit (table 3).

FINDINGS TO DATE
UK Biobank has helped make significant advances in 
the understanding of risk factors for diseases including 
cardiovascular diseases, cancer, diabetes, stroke, multiple 
sclerosis, optic neuritis and dementia.23 47–57 Ophthalmic 
genetics and epidemiology have benefited from the 
unparalleled combination of very large numbers of 
participants, very extensive and detailed phenotyping 
and longitudinal follow- up.30 58–62

In addition, we have used UK Biobank data to describe the 
relationship between retinal structures and both cognitive 
function and brain MR image- derived phenotypes.40 42 For 
example, previous work examining RNFL measures in rela-
tion to mild cognitive impairment, showed that those in the 
lowest quintile of RNFL thickness were 11% (95% CI 2.0% 
to 2.1%) more likely to fail on at least one of four cognitive 

tests.40 This indicates that RNFL thickness measurements 
have the potential to identify those at higher risk of cogni-
tive impairment. Chua et al42 reported that markers of 
retinal neurodegeneration are associated with smaller brain 
volumes—macular ganglion cell- inner plexiform layer 
thickness, ganglion cell complex (GCC) thickness and total 
macular thickness were significantly associated with smaller 
total brain (p<0.001), grey matter and white matter volume 
(p<0.01), and grey matter volume in the occipital pole 
(p<0.05); thinner macular GCC and total macular thick-
nesses were associated with smaller hippocampal volume 
(p<0.02).

In the context of these results, and the findings of other 
studies (eg, The Rotterdam Study),63–65 we proposed 
supplementing the testing menu in the UK Biobank 
Whole Body Repeat Imaging Study with measures that 
support the discovery and quantification of eye and vision 
variables that are associated with cognitive ageing and 
decline, and overt dementia.

COLLABORATION
UK Biobank aims to provide open access data for healthcare- 
related research. The data are available to all bona fide 
researchers from the academic, charity, public and commer-
cial sectors in the UK and internationally, without preferential 
or exclusive access for any user.66 All interested researchers 
may apply to access the data via an online application. 
Strict guidelines are in place to help ensure anonymity and 
confidentiality of participants’ data and samples.67 We have 
formed the UK Biobank Eye and Vision Consortium, an 80 
person strong group of researchers with interest and exper-
tise in ophthalmic epidemiology, visual system neurology and 
the epidemiology of related diseases such as diabetes and 
cardiovascular disease (https://www.ukbiobankeyeconsor-
tium.org. uk/).

Table 3 Cognitive function measures currently available in UK Biobank at different time points

(Variable ID)

Study phase (n)

Baseline (n)
(2006–2010)

Repeat assessment
(2012–2013)

Online
(2015)

Imaging study
(2014–now)

Repeat imaging
(2019–2020)

Fluid IQ (100027) 165 500 20 100 123 500 39 600 800

Pairs matching (100030) 497 900 20 300 118 500 40 400 800

Prospective memory (100031) 171 600 20 300 0 40 400 800

Reaction time (100032) 496 700 20 300 0 40 200 800

Numeric memory (100029) 51 800 0 111 000 28,7000 800

Matrix (501) 0 0 0 27 600 800

Symbol digit substitution (502) 0 0 118 500 27 600 800

Tower test (503) 0 0 0 27 300 800

Picture vocabulary (504) 0 0 0 27 500 800

Trail making (505) 0 0 120 500 27 900 800

Paired associate learning (506) 0 0 0 27 900 800
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